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ABSTRACT  
The term repository sounds very “routine”, but what if it can do the job of both a “project manager” and a 
“SAS® programmer”!  

That is right!  Introducing the smart repository that will create initial SAS® Programs, generate status 
updates, track project progress, create audit trails, and check program logs, all with the click of a few 
buttons!  

While this utility provides a structured approach to programming and increases the programming 
efficiency, it also ensures the compliance of each program, making them audit ready.  Combined features 
of excel VBA and macros are used to build this utility.    

INTRODUCTION  
This utility consists of three key features: 

• The excel VBA front-end screen, which acts as an interface and controls the overall repository; 

• The status summary screen, which provides instant and customizable summary reports of project 
progress; and 

• The SAS® utility macros, which generate programs and auto-populate program headers, based 
on information provided in the VBA screen.   

 

Figure 1 below provides insights into the overall process flow of this utility. 

 

 
Figure 1: Process Flow Chart 
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The repository uses powerful features of excel VBA to control and generate instantaneous overall status 
reports.  VBA macros ensure the overall quality of the repository by prompting the user with warnings, 
messages and color coding, for the issues discovered when the “submit” button is clicked by the user. 

The SAS® utility macros, once initiated, create new SAS® programs based on the file and folder locations 
defined in the repository.  The macros also support the accuracy of the program location, as well as 
ensure the existing ones are not replaced.  The newly created SAS® programs will have auto-populated 
headers with output locations, output path names, and other relevant information. 

This structured automated approach to programming and tracking increases the overall efficiency of the 
program development cycle, while delivering the most up-to-date status information with minimal effort.  
This paper will further describe various functional aspects of this utility. 

 

EXCEL VBA FRONT- END SCREEN 
 

Figure 2 below shows a screenshot of the VBA front-end screen, which acts as the front end of this 
repository.  

 

 
 

 

Figure 2: Excel VBA Front-End Screen 
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The “Submit” button activates validation checks such as missing program names, and same programmer 
and validator assignments(as both programmer and validator cannot be the same person). The “submit” 
button also assigns a color to each record based on the status. Once the validation checks are complete, 
the SAS® macro, that generates the SAS® shell programs, is initiated. The SAS® program uses the 
program location cited in the “folder_location” column, and generates programs with the SAS® program 
names cited under the column “Program_name”. 

 

The below VBA code is initiated when the “submit” button is clicked. This code will perform several basic 
validation checks and color coding.  

 

 
 

 

The “Add records” button creates a new record by automatically incrementing the index numbers and 
setting the status defaults to “Not started”.  The below code is initiated when the “add records” button is 
clicked. 
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EXCEL  VBA STATUS  SUMMARY SCREEN 
 

The “Status” button will initiate a summary status page as shown in Figure 3.  Below you will notice the 
graphics are highly customizable, and a number of filter options have been incorporated.  The VBA code 
used here is to open the status tab and refresh the summary status. 

 

 
 

 

In Figure 3 below, the status summary page includes options to save the current status in pdf format, as 
well as the option to return back to the main screen to facilitate any updates. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Excel VBA Status Summary Screen 
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The “Generate report” button on the status report page will trigger a prompt box, which will allows users 
to save the status reports in a pdf format. The VBA code is shown as follows: 

 

 
 

The “Return” button will allow users to return to the original repository front end page to make changes. 

 

  

CONCLUSION 
This dynamic utility will assist users in their ability to achieve a good understanding of the project status 
while improving the efficiency of the program developmental cycle and programming compliance due to 
process automation. 

This utility is the pilot of the capabilities of the “smart program repository” automation tool, which will be 
incorporated into another tool being used for tracking projects, Jira. For more details on Jira, please refer 
to PharmaSUG 2018 Paper LD-02 by Nancy Brucken, “Customized Project Tracking with SAS and Jira.” 

 

Refer to Appendix for the SAS® utility macro that creates the shell programs.  
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APPENDIX 
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